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a b s t r a c t 

In the diagnosis of an intracranial dural arteriovenous fistula (DAVF), arterial spin labeling 

(ASL), a sequence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to depict high-blood-flow intracra- 

nial lesions, has been reported as a useful and noninvasive tool, not only to predict the 

presence of cortical venous drainage and draining veins, but also to confirm persistent oblit- 

eration after treatment. However, such utility of ASL has not been reported in DAVF of the 

craniocervical junction (CCJDAVF) because of the rarity of this disease and uncertainty in 

the acquisition of precise images. 

We report a case of CCJDAVF presenting with myelopathy. Preoperative ASL images showed 

an abnormal high-intensity signal in the craniocervical junction, consistent with the ante- 

rior spinal vein and draining veins, which were also identified by digital subtraction angiog- 

raphy. After successful surgical treatment for the disease, MRI and 4-dimensional computed 

tomography angiography (4DCTA) confirmed complete disappearance of CCJDAVF. The ASL 

images also showed no abnormal intensity signal. The patient was followed-up using ASL, 

and no recurrence of high-intensity signal was observed. 

As repetitive image examination is mandatory in the follow-up of a patient with DAVF to 

exclude recurrence, ASL is highly beneficial because of the unnecessity of an exogenous 

contrast medium and high credibility to depict the disease. The craniocervical junction may 
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be out of the field of view in routine MRI. Special attention must be paid to setting the field 

of view and post labeling delay (PLD) to obtain precise images of ASL in CCJDAVF. 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of University of Washington. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 – The preoperative MRI T2 weighted sagittal image 
showing swelling of the spinal cord. Abnormal flow void 

signals (arrows) were detected in the subdural space of the 
ventral cervical cord. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

A Dural arteriovenous fistula (DAVF) can arise at any portion of
the dura mater. The dilated veins and fistulas of DAVF might
cause intracerebral hemorrhage and/or subarachnoid hemor-
rhage. To correctly diagnose such lesions, to select an appro-
priate treatment, and to follow-up, it is no doubt that digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) is an essential tool for it. How-
ever, it is also true that less frequent examinations using DSA
are profitable for patients. 

Arterial spin labeling (ASL), a sequence of magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI), is a noninvasive neuroimaging tech-
nique used to obtain information on cerebral blood flow (CBF)
by utilizing electromagnetically labeled arterial blood as an
endogenous tracer instead of an exogenous tracer such as a
contrast medium. [1] In combination with other modalities,
ASL is sensitive for hyperperfusion lesions such as stroke, tu-
mors, and seizures. [ 2 ,3 ,4 ] In addition, the usefulness of ASL for
DAVF diagnosis has also been described in the literature, and
the possibility of the prediction of cortical venous drainage in
the initial stage of diagnosis and confirming persistent obliter-
ation after treatment using ASL have been discussed.[ 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ]
Pre-and postoperative repetitive neuroimaging examinations
are mandatory for patients with DAVF; a noninvasive tool will
be highly beneficial for patients if it can correctly depict the
high-flow disease. 

The DAVF of the craniocervical junction (CCJDAVF) is one
of the DAVFs, which is an extremely rare disease and is very
difficult to diagnose accurately and treat. There have been
no reports on diagnosis of CCJDAVF and follow-up using ASL
in CCJDAVF because of the rarity of the disease. Therefore,
it is unclear whether ASL would be as useful for CCJDAVF
as it is for other intracranial DAVFs. Hence, we report a pa-
tient with CCJDAVF who was examined by ASL before and af-
ter treatment and discuss the clinical significance of ASL in
CCJDAVF. 

Case report 

A 68-year-old woman presented with numbness in bilateral
lower extremities. As her numbness gradually extended to the
bilateral upper extremities, and she felt the motor weakness
of the bilateral upper extremities and was unable to be ambu-
latory five months later, she visited our hospital. 

Neurological examination revealed severe hypoesthesia of
the bilateral lower extremities and weakness in all extremi-
ties. 

The patient was examined with a 3T MRI system (Discov-
ery MR750w; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a dedi-
cated 8-channel phased array coil (Invivo, Gainesville, Florida).
The ASL imaging was performed using a pseudo-continuous
ASL pulse sequence. The ASL parameters were as follows: la-
beling pulse duration = 1.5s, post labeling delay(PLD) = 1.5
and 2.5s, TR=4446-4564 ms, TE= 9.4-9.9ms, field of view (FOV)
= 240 × 240mm, NEX = 2, number of interleaved slices = 30,
and slice thickness = 4 mm. The MRI showed swelling of the
medulla oblongata and the spinal cord until the upper thoracic
levels, and an intramedullary high-intensity area was seen on
T2-weighted images. Abnormal flow voids were detected in
the subdural space of the ventral cervical cord. ( Fig. 1 , arrows)
The ASL images revealed an apparent high-intensity signal
on the ventral side of the brainstem especially in PLD = 1.5s.
( Fig. 2 A arrow) The DSA and 3-dimensional digital subtraction
angiography of the vertebral artery (VA) revealed a CCJDAVF,
which was fed by the right meningeal arteries from the right
VA that drained into the dilated anterior spinal vein (ASV).
( Figs. 3 A and B) arrows and arrowheads). In addition, axial view
of 4-dimensional computed tomography angiography (4DCTA)
demonstrated fistula points around the site of the dural pen-
etration of the right VA. ( Fig. 3 C arrows) In all together, a high-
intensity signal in the ASL images was recognized as dilated
ASV. 

As the feeding arteries were thin and so bending in the
DSA findings, selective catheterization into the feeing arter-
ies and injection of embolic material were considered to be
difficult and might cause spinal/brainstem infarction. There-
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Fig. 2 – The ASL images at the level of medulla oblongata (PLD = 1.5s). The preoperative ASL shows visible high-intensity 

signal in the ventral medulla oblongata ( Fig 2 , A, arrow); such an intense signal lesion is not seen in the postoperative ASL 
( Fig 2 , B, arrow). ASL, arterial spin labeling; PLD, post labeling delay. 

Fig. 3 – The right vertebral angiogram. The A-P view (A) and posterior view of the 3D-DSA (B) demonstrate an arteriovenous 
fistula at the craniocervical junction fed by right meningeal arteries (arrows) from the right VA, draining into the dilated 

ASV (arrowheads). The 4DCTA, axial view (C) reveals fistula points which locate around the site of the dural penetration of 
the right VA (red arrows). A-P, anterior-posterior; 3D-DSA, 3-dimensional digital subtraction angiography; VA, vertebral 
artery; ASV, anterior spinal vein; 4DCTA, 4-dimensional computed tomography angiography (Color version of figure is 
available online). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fore, surgical treatment was selected for the lesion. Based on
the findings of the DSA, the transcondylar fossa approach for
obliteration of the draining vein for CCJDAVF was attempted.
Under general anesthesia, in the park-bench position, the
transcondylar fossa approach were performed. The meningeal
artery from the right VA and the dilated and reddish ASV
were identified and exposed. Indocyanine green video angiog-
raphy confirmed the feeding arteries, fistulas, and draining
vein. Thereafter, the draining vein was coagulated and am-
putated. During the surgery, motor evoked potentials and so-
matosensory evoked potentials were monitored, and no ab-
normal findings were observed. 

The postoperative course was uneventful. The patient be-
came ambulatory three months after the surgery, although
sensory disturbance in all extremities remained. Postop-
erative 4DCTA revealed the disappearance of the dilated
ASV, and T2 weighted images showed reduction of the in-
tramedullary high-intensity signal and disappearance of flow
voids around the spinal cord. The ASL images confirmed the
complete disappearance of the abnormal high-intensity sig-
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nal ( Fig. 2 B). The patient was followed up every 6 months
and no exacerbation of symptoms was observed. The ASL im-
ages did not show a high-intensity signal at the operative
site. 

Discussion 

Diagnosis of CCJDAVF 

A CCJDAVF is one of the DAVFs in which the main fistula-
point is located around the craniocervical junction and that
has been reported to be about 3.3% of all intracranial and
spinal DAVFs. [9] Among the reported cases, it has been
found to cause subarachnoid hemorrhage or progressive se-
vere myelopathy. According to the literature, 37.1% of the pa-
tients showed myelopathy, 43.1% had subarachnoid hemor-
rhage, and 3.3 % had brainstem dysfunction. [10] Prompt diag-
nosis, appropriate treatment, and precise and careful follow-
ups are mandatory. 

For the neurosurgical management of DAVF, multimodal
and repetitive neuroradiological methods, such as computed
tomography, MRI, and DSA, are required. In considering the
patient’s general condition, repeatable radiological examina-
tions without exogenous contrast medium or radiation expo-
sure can be highly beneficial. Recently, the MRI sequence to
depict CBF, ASL has been developed. The ASL is a technique
to obtain information about CBF by utilizing electromagneti-
cally labeled arterial blood as an endogenous tracer instead of
an exogenous tracer such as a contrast medium. [ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ] As
there is no need to use an exogenous contrast medium, ASL
can be used for patients irrespective of general condition, re-
nal function, or contrast medium allergy. The ASL is a com-
pletely noninvasive examination, which leads to enable re-
peated examinations. In combination with other modalities,
ASL is effective in the diagnosis of brain tumors, epilepsy, and
stroke has been reported. [ 2 ,3 ,4 ] It has also been described that
ASL is useful for the evaluation of intracranial DAVF, such as
transverse-sigmoid sinus DAVF and cavernous sinus DAVF, to
predict draining veins. To confirm persistent obliteration of
the fistula and absence of blood flow in the draining veins after
treatment, angiography is inevitable. However, in combination
with angiography and ASL, it can also be a great helpful tool
for this purpose. [ 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ] 

An exact study protocol was not established because of the
rarity of CCJDAVF and the lack of reports of using ASL in CCJ-
DAVF diagnosis. We performed ASL imaging with two PLD set-
tings (1.5s and 2.5s) and obtained clear images before and af-
ter treatment with the PLD = 1.5s setting but unclear with the
2.5s. This indicates that it could cause false negatives depend-
ing on the PLD settings in the evaluation for CCJDAVF with
ASL. In order to evaluate this disease accurately by using ASL,
it is necessary to set up multiple PLDs and study each case
individually. 

Neuroradiological aspects of ASL 

A high-intensity signal in ASL is considered as a reflection of
rapid transit time through the vasculature, also as consistent
with congestion or dilated veins associated with DAVF. [ 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ]
Although the exact mechanism underlying the presence of a
hyper-intensity signal in ALS is unknown, it is inferred to be
as follows. Under normal conditions, the ASL marked high-
intensity area is not seen in the typical venous system. The
ASL uses electromagnetically labeled arterial blood as dif-
fusible water, which is extracted by 90% on the first pass
through the capillary bed. However, at the arteriovenous shunt
in the DAVF, a capillary bed is lacking, resulting in no water
extraction and shortening of the transit time of the labeled
water. These factors can induce a high-intensity ASL signal
in the venous system. [ 11 ,12 ,13 ] The reason for high-intensity
signals in ASL in the CCJDAVF are considered to be the same
as other intracranial DAVFs, and it has been suggested that
the findings of ASL reflect congested ASV by AV shunt. More-
over, the disappearance of the hyper-intensity signals can be
confirmed after successful interruption of the draining vein.
This clearly suggests that the appearance of a hyper-intensity
signal in ASL is due to the existence of an arteriovenous shunt.

Future perspective 

There are a few limitations in our analysis of ASL data. First,
this is the only case that shows ASL data of CCJDAVF, fur-
ther data accumulation for more precise analysis is required.
Second, since the craniocervical junction may be out of the
FOV in routine MRI, attention must be paid to setting the FOV.
Third, the PLD may cause false-negative findings in ASL. To ob-
tain precise images in ASL, modification and devising of PLDs
changes may be required. In addition, it is necessary to eval-
uate ASL images with other modalities such as DSA and/or
4DCTA. [7] 

Conclusion 

The ASL is a useful noninvasive tool for depicting a high
blood-flow intracranial lesion, such as DAVF. CCJDAVF, high-
flow shunts, and dilated draining veins are well-identified on
ASL. To obtain precise ASL images of CCJDAVF, some modifica-
tions and devising in MRI studies are necessary. The noninva-
sive nature of ASL can be beneficial to patients with CCJDAVF
for long-term post-treatment follow-up. 

Patient consent 

Informed consent was obtained from the patient about the
publication of the case details and any associated images. 

Supplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.radcr.2021.04.006 .
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